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Dual dating is the practice, in historical materials, to indicate some dates with what appears to be duplicate, or excessive digits, 
sometimes separated by a hyphen, a slash or are placed one above the other. The need for dual dating arose from the transition 

from an older calendar to a newer one. For example, in 10 21 February 1750 51 , the dual day of the month is due to the 
correction for excess 21.05.2018 0183 32 Here are the signs that reveals your girl might be double dating cheating on you 1 

Booked for odd hours Image 01 If she says, she is occupied When 2 cars driving side-by-side preventing other vehicle passing. So, 
let s take a look at two common dating issues in genealogy research double dating and odd-looking dating . As far as double dating 

goes, you will almost certainly eventually come across this if you go far enough back in time into colonial America or England 
Great Britain in the 18 th century. In fact, the pivotal year for double dating ... 01.02.2016 0183 32 Why double dating is 

dangerous because you would end up getting sexually involved with both the guys. A physical relationship can sometime be 
mistaken for love and then breaking up can be heartbreaking. If you have given a part of yourself then you should know 
05.02.2016 0183 32 Double is a location-based app that allows you to make dates with friends so as to limit any possible 

awkwardness. While the app was originally launched in London, it will make its debut here in ... 12.02.2015 0183 32 Double 
enables dating to be more fun, less awkward and most importantly - much safer. Double dates mean people can be more confident 

and relaxed because they re in Dating double texting - Join the leader in online dating services and find a date today. Join and 
search Want to meet eligible single woman who share your zest for life Indeed, for those who ve tried and failed to find the right 
man offline, footing can provide. If you are a middle-aged woman looking to have a good time dating woman half your age, this 

article is for you.
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